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Friday Morning,
Sept. 26th, at 9AM.
Social [half] hour
begins at 8:30.

centralcoastcamft.org.

ROGERS, PRES.
2014

As I write this column
the media is full of the
death of Robin Williams,
and some of the misconceptions
around mental illness in general
and depression in particular are
being spotlighted. A tragedy like
this generates essential discussion
about mental illness. There’s some
brilliant commentary out there—
and much of it is written by those
who understand mental illness from
the inside, which may be the only
way to truly understand it. I’m
encouraged and inspired by people
who are eloquent, articulate and
passionate on the topic.

At the SLO Unitarian
Universalist
It begins with the king as a boy,
Fellowship.
having to spend the night alone in

he can become king. Now while he
is spending the night alone he's
visited by a sacred vision. Out of
the fire appears the Holy Grail,
symbol of God's divine grace. And a
voice said to the boy, "You shall be
keeper of the grail so that it may
heal the hearts of men." But the
boy was blinded by greater visions
of a life filled with power and glory
and beauty. And in this state of
radical amazement he felt for a
brief moment not like a boy, but
invincible, like God, so he reached
into the fire to take the grail, and
the grail vanished, leaving him with
his hand in the fire to be terribly
wounded.
Continued on Page 2

the forest to prove his courage so
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Our July Presenter:
Jude Bijou, m.a., m.f.t. is a licensed psychotherapist, educator, consultant, and
workshop leader residing in Santa Barbara, CA. She is the daughter of pioneer
behavioral child psychologist Sidney W. Bijou and has been in private practice,
serving individuals and couples, for more than 30 years. Jude conducts in-depth
workshops, lectures, and trainings on effective communication as well as
Attitude Reconstruction, her approach that blends western innovation and Vedic
philosophy from India to transform emotions into practical tools of
empowerment. She is the author of the multi award-winning book, “Attitude
Reconstruction: A Blueprint for Building a Better Life.”
For more on her upcoming presentation, see Page 4
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replied, "I don't know. I only
knew that you were thirsty."
--Parry (The Fisher King, 1991)

!

President’s Column Cont’d:
Now as this boy grew older, his
wound grew deeper. Until one
day, life for him lost its reason.
He had no faith in any man, not
even himself. He couldn't love
or feel loved. He was sick with
experience. He began to die.
One day a fool wandered into
the castle and found the king
alone. And being a fool, he was
simple minded, he didn't see a
king. He only saw a man alone
and in pain. And he asked the
king, "What ails you friend?" The
king replied, "I'm thirsty. I need
some water to cool my throat."
So the fool took a cup from
beside his bed, filled it with
water and handed it to the king.
As the king began to drink, he
realized his wound was healed.
He looked in his hands and there
was the Holy Grail, that which
he sought all of his life. And he
turned to the fool and said with
amazement, "How can you find
that which my brightest and
bravest could not?" And the fool
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If only the fool could always
be there in those darkest
moments, those times
when one is “sick with
experience,” and offer
water to soothe the
troubled soul. You need to
know how valuable you are in
your presence, in your ability
to witness, and stand beside,
those staring into the abyss. In
the absence of the Holy Grail,
we must make do with frail
human interventions.
As the year winds into the final
quarter, our Pre-licensed group
is expanding and we’ve had
wonderful response to Jamie
Nolan’s invitation to licensed
therapists to share their
passion with interns and
trainees at bimonthly
meetings. Our programs are
nearly all in place for 2015,
thanks to the energy of Dana
Francis, who is retiring from
the position of Membership
Chair at the end of this year.
For those of you interested in
taking this on, know that the
Board weighs in with regard
to presenters and topics—you
will not be on your own!
If you are considering
volunteering in any capacity
for our Central Coast Chapter
of CAMFT, please let me

know. We’d love to have you
attend a Board meeting and get
to know us (if you don’t
already).
Join us on September 26th for
what promises to be another
stimulating presentation by
Jude Bijou about Attitude
Reconstruction, entitled
“Emotions, Feelings, Thoughts,
and Change.”
And in conclusion:
“Sometimes you got to
specifically go out of your way
to get into trouble. It's called
fun.”--Adrian Cronauer (Robin
Williams in “Good Morning
Vietnam,” 1987)
Karen Rogers, LMFT
2014 Chapter President

Jamie Nolan
CC CAMFT
Pre-licensed
Representative
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If you would
like more
information about our bimonthly meetings for prelicensed members, please
email me,

haiku form, you get to know
‘something’ about Dana
Francis. the Program Chair
who hunts down and bags
the presenters for our
meetings; and ‘something’
about Tara Storke, who
coordinates CEU’s for said
same Presentations.
Dana: passionate/creative;

jamienolanmfti@gmail.com

she enjoys and seeks
a balance of doing and being

!
Tara: working from wellness;
supporting the mind-bodyspirit connection;
believing in the individual’s
innate.

A Note from
the Editor
By Eddie
Palmer, MFTi
As Summer begins its fall into
Autumn, I want to offer a new
feature to the newsletter, “A
Little Something About Your
Board.” This month, in faux

Next month, a celebration of
the ‘something’ of some other
board members.
Peace!
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2014 Board of Directors
& At-Large Members
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Pres: Karen Rogers (805)
254-4307
animagyk@yahoo.com
VP/Pres Elect: Susan Harney
Treasurer: Pam Miller
(805)473-8311
slotherapy@yahoo.com
Sec: Kim Richards
(805) 543-5060
kim@slotidelands.com
Program Chair: Dana Francis
(805) 550-0428
dfdf@charter.net
Pre-Licensed Rep: Jamie Nolan
jamienolanmfti@gmail.com
CEU Coordinator: Tara Storke
(805) 455-8342
tara@oakhavengardens.com
Membership Chair:
Jill Pesavento (805) 440 8555
jill@jillpesaventomft.com
Newsletter Editor: Eddie Palmer
(805) 400 3612
eddiepmfti@gmail.com
Member at Large: Kathie Asdel
(805) 462-1922
kaasdel@tcsn.net

Do you have something you would like to write about, ponder in print, share with
colleagues, have the CC CAMFT members think about?? Write it down and we’ll write
it up for the next newsletter. Let the Newsletter do the Networking for you!
Send submissions to
eddiepmfti@gmail.com
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“Emotions, Feelings, Thoughts, and Change”

!

with Jude Bijou

OVERVIEW:
This presentation demystifies our six emotions, correlates them with thoughts and feelings, and
offers simple and practical tools to create tangible joy, love, and peace. Integrating eastern
spirituality and western reliability, this approach is based on Attitude Reconstruction, whose
premise is that unexpressed sadness, anger, and fear are behind all our bad attitudes. Jude Bijou
shows how emotions are nothing but pure physical sensations, and by releasing that energy
naturally and physically, we think more clearly, hear intuition better, communicate more lovingly,
and act in line with our hearts.
The material offered gives participants and the populations they serve straightforward and reliable
tools to experience more joy, love, and peace.
At the conclusion of the presentation participants will be able to:
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1. Recognize the six emotions and their corresponding physiologies, and understand the
predictable ways clients compensate instead of dealing with them
2. Learn the important distinction between emotions and feelings
3. Describe to clients how to effectively express sadness, anger, and fear physically and
constructively
4. Identify common destructive thoughts and pinpoint their contradictions
5. Learn a simple and doable technique to internalizing constructive thoughts
6. Offer clients empowering tools to create immediate and lasting change

!

Come Join Us Sept 26th to learn more on taking care of You!!
As always, the Presentation is Free (2 CEU’s Available for $20)!

!

Jude Bijou can be reached @ Email: jude@AttitudeReconstruction.com
Telephone: 805 966 9584 cell: 805 729 8035

Community Counseling Center SLO
Serving SLO County for Decades. Affordable! Ready to
serve the community today! Referrals @ (805) 543 7969
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The July Meeting
Vida Makowski PhD, LMFT
Sarah Kashing JD, an attorney
for our State CAMFT
Association was the main
speaker for our July 25th
meeting. The title of her
talk was on Legal and Ethical
Issues: the Affordable Care
Act and Parity Issues and this
offered Licensed MFTs 2 CEU
units. This was a timely and
well attended session.
In the past, it seems that the
Marriage and Family Therapy
profession has been behind
somehow, with the lack of
recognition on the part of
insurances to see MFTs as an
entity equal to other mental
health professionals or to bill
some insurances. She spoke
about the recent changes to
California’s State Plan to
officially recognize MFTs as
direct providers of Medi-Cal
and Medicare services.
CAMFT was instrumental in
advocating efforts on the
state and national level to get
this law and other laws
implemented.
This Law deals with parity,
and Sara’s talk included how
this law might impact the
mental health system and
specifically the MFT
profession. This law indicates
that MFTs may officially be
recognized as providers of
Medicare and Medi-Cal
Services and can thus bill for
the mental health service
that they provide to Medicare
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and Medi-Cal clients. She
suggested, however, that to
be an official provider for
these services, one must call
their Country Mental Health
in either Santa Barbara or San
Luis Obispo Counties. How it
actually plays out remains to
be seen. It is hoped that the
Affordable Care Act will place
MFTs on a par with
Psychologists and others, and
make it easier for MFTs to get
referrals,bill most insurances
and also get paid from
insurances.
The Affordable Care Act can
be a benefit for both client
and Therapist

---------------- Therapist Self Care Stress is our emotional and
physical response to pressure
that can arise from external
factors in our life. We can
find ourselves irritable, bad
tempered, anxious,
impatient, angry, depressed.
We might feel our body tense
up, our heart race, our
breath quicken, muscles
tense up (especially the neck,
shoulders, stomach). We can
feel hot and sweaty, have
headaches, difficulty
concentrating, forgetting
people, places,
appointments. We may have
trouble settling or sleeping,
or letting things go. Diet
might change, and substance
use may increase.
To start to relieve stress, we
first have to identify our

stressors. The questions to
help us identify the stressors
are the what (am I doing),
where (am I when I’m
stressed) when (do I most feel
stressed), and with (whom)?
The next question to ask is
“What changes can I make?”
These will be different for
everyone. We can determine
what is in our control, even
if it’s just small changes. And
we can determine if there are
ways to do things differently.
Most importantly, we need to
make time for ourselves each
day for relaxation, fun,
enjoyment. And to create a
healthy balance, allowing
time for activities which give
us a sense of achievement,
those that give a sense of
closeness to others, and of a
sense of enjoyment.
Mindfulness. Breathing.
Relaxation Techniques.
Music. Meditation. Prayer.
Contact Friends/Family.
Grounding Techniques.
Physical Exercise. Setting
Boundaries (with people, with
“responsibilities” —-it’s okay
to say “No!”). These and
other options are what we
offer to our clients. To be
fully integrated and wholehearted therapists, we need
to take our self care as
seriously (and as lightly) as
we do for the people we
serve.
[This article was shortened
from the original free source
at (www.getselfhelp.co.uk)]

